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Trustees Approve Parking Fee Hike

By Kevin Cole

Beginning in September, SIU car owners will pay $5, $25 or $45 to park on campus in accordance with Board of Trustees action Friday. Effective with this fall quarter vehicle registration, enrolling qualified persons is a source of revenue for the park in outlying campus lots, will be upped from $3 to $5.

Combined registration and parking fees will be $25 for red decals and $45 for blue decals. Last year a $3 registration fee covered all classifications.

In addition, Item VII of the Motor Vehicles Regulatory Policies was revised to allow a $90 future on future parking fee increases. Should the need arise for any parking-registration fee increase, the increase would be subject to Board of Trustees approval.

The Board approved the parking fee hike Friday to "encourage more efficient utilization of existing facilities as well as to implement the Traffic and Parking Revenue Fund." The fund was established in January to insure a reserve fund to be used for costs connected with campus parking and traffic control.

SIU President Delyne W. Morris, while admitting the sharp increase in parking fees was "uncomfortable and unpleasant," made the recommendations to the Board with an eye to the gradual improvement of the parking situation on campus.

For the 1969-70 school year, the fees will jump to $5 for registration, $35 for red decals and $65 for blue decals, according to the recommendation approved by the Board.

The parking fee schedule approved by the Board is ahead of a tentative set up by the University Vehicle Traffic and Parking Committee earlier this summer.

The committee's recommendations submitted to President Morris and Carbondale campus Chancellor Robert W. MacVicar for change and approval late last month, called for $5, $15, and $25 fees for this year, $5, $25 and $45 for the 1969-70 school year, and $5, $35 and $65 for the 1970-71. The committee approved its recommendations by a 11-1 vote.

The fee increases apply only to the Carbondale campus.

Besides revisions made in the Motor Vehicle Policy, Item VII, three more items concerning the Carbon­dale campus were added. They read:

VIII. The assessment and collection of hourly or daily parking charges by meter or otherwise is hereby authorized. The rates of such fees shall be established by the Administration, but shall not exceed 25 cents per hour except where a particular space is reserved or an exclusive basis, and in such case shall not exceed $15 per month.
IX. The rates of motor vehicle fees and hourly or daily parking charges shall be so established as to best accomplish the policy of encour­aging the highest and best use of available parking spaces. This policy shall include but not be limited to discouraging the use of parking spaces for which there is a great demand for the purpose of all-day parking or automobile storage, making such spaces available to those students and staff whose need is greatest from the view of advancing the academic, service, and administrative functions of the University and providing for necessary visitor parking.

X. All revenues derived as a result of fees shall be paid into the Traffic and Parking Revenue Fund for full or partial support of parking and regulatory activities.

---

Eisenhower Suffers Seventh Heart Attack

WASHINGTON (AP) — Former President Dwight D. Eisen­hower suffered his seventh heart attack Friday — his fourth in as many months — and his doctors took a wait and see attitude.

But the sages at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, who described the attack as "serious" in the original announcement, then announced it was "stable," adding: "Prior to this attack the general was feeling well in excellent spirits and had been progressing satisfactorily."

Eisenhower's wife, Mamie, was reported with him at the hospital. His most recent attack before Friday was on Aug. 6 and was described by his doctors as serious. Since then he appeared to make a steady recovery.

Eisenhower has been in Walter Reed since May 14, when he was shifted there from March Air Force Base in Calif, following the first of the current series of four attacks. He reported as "improved" April 29 at his home in Palm Desert, near Palm Springs, Calif.

The April 29 attack was the only one of the current series described as minor. The first of the three major recent seizures came June 15. He suffered what was called a myocardial infarction, a form of heart attack which damages the heart muscle as a result of either total or partial blockage of one of the arteries which supply oxygenated blood to the heart.

Eisenhower's heart attacks date back to September 1955 when as president, he took seven weeks to recuperate. His second major heart attack came in November 1956 while he was vacationing at the Augusta, Ga., National Golf Club.

Illinois Board OK's Electors

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — The Illinois Electoral Board settled Friday that a slate of electors for George Wallace for president may appear on the Nov. 5 general election ballot.

The board ruled on Wallace, former Alabama governor, and on other petitions for nomination, are subject to judicial review, The last day for filing for the new president was Aug. 25.

The board also approved a slate of presidential and state candidates for the Socialist Labor party.

The board rejected a slate of electoral-belonged to favor the presidential candidacy of Sen. Eugene McCarthy — because of insufficient signa­tures.
Lightning Does Strike Twice, Student Attested by Mishaps

Lightning does strike twice—just ask Richard Karakas. Karakas, 23, a senior from Cdoreo, was the victim two weeks ago of an electrical fire in his automobile. The mishap occurred while he was driving to campus, at the intersection of Old and New Illinois Routes 13 and 10, and destroyed the car's wiring system.

Luckily, Karakas suffered no injuries, but the services of the Carbondale Fire Dept. and a city policeman were required at the scene. Thursday Karakas picked up his repaired car at a local automotive garage, receiving the promise that it was "ready to go."

On the drive home from campus it happened again: smoke, flame, the call to the fire department. Same intersection, same firemen, same policeman reporting to the scene—and same electrical system destroyed.

Study Adds Researcher

Another dimension has been added to SIU's internationally known research studies of yeasts by the appointment of Richard A. Gilmore to the staff.

Gilmore has been a member of the Department of Radiation Biology and Biophysics at the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry since 1966. At SIU he will continue his research into the molecular genetics of yeast and conduct classes in fungal genetics and molecular genetics.

Carl G. Lindgren, professor emeritus and founder of the Biological Research Laboratory, concentrates on chromosome studies, while Maurice Ogur, chairman of the Department of Microbiology, heads research on biochemical factors and associate professor Dan G. McClary directs studies in electron microscopy.

Gilmore, a native of Indianapolis, has held a radiological physics fellowship from the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and was on the staff of the division of radiological health, U.S. Public Health Service, from 1956 to 1964. He completed his Ph. D. degree in biophysics at the University of California, Berkeley.

Fishing Station Near New Athens

A prehistoric fishing station, combining ground and water resources which the prehistoric men of the Kaslashta River region could have used, has been excavated by the SIU Museum archaeological crew. Only one more summer's field work after this will be available in this area, which will be destroyed by the Kaskaskia River canalization project, according to Philip Weigand, curator of North American Archaeology. The diggers are concentrating on a five-acre tract, near the marl quarry, which abuts the river, which offers the richest locations for excavation, judging by last summer's preliminary survey of the whole region.

Large quantities of fish scales and bones, and fresh water mollusk shells have been turned up in connection with remains of houses, trash and midden pits, in addition to evidence of primitive agriculture, Weigand said.

The crew, headed by Carl Kuttruff, salvage archaeologist, has made some "peculiar finds" representing the Mississippian period (around 900 to 1550 A.D.), including two excellent hoes and some fine ceramic fragments, Weigand said. These provide a good die-in with the urban Mississippian culture at Cahokia Mounds, he explained.

There is evidence, however, of aboriginal occupation of the area back to Archaic time (7,000 to 1,000 B.C.) as well as continuity during intervening years, "We don't know yet whether there were breaks in the continuity," he said.

"The importance of the Kaskaskia excavations," Weigand said, "lies in the fact that they are yielding material that will help us identify the differences in continuities between the Late Woodland period (roughly 1 A.D. to 1,200 A.D.) and the Mississippian, which extended almost to the time of the arrival of the Europeans."

Weigand said this portion of the lower Kaskaskia also affords some fine historic sites as well as prehistoric ones.

Among those that have been identified are the locations of old New Athens on the hill above the present-day town, and of the old wagon trail and ford south of Highway 13 bridge.
Activities

Recital, Exhibit Planned

MONDAY
A library workshop starts 8 a.m. with registration at the University Center Gallery Lounge with meetings scheduled until 5 p.m. Luncheon will be held 11:30 a.m. in Ballroom A of the University Center with dinner at 6 p.m. in the Ohio and Illinois Room.

Advanced registration and activities for new students and parents will be held from 10:30 a.m. until noon in Ballroom B of the University Center. A tour of the Campus will depart from the University Center at 1 p.m.

Visiting Artist Marvin Blickensderfer will give a piano recital 8 p.m. in the Auditorium of the Home Economics Building. The event is sponsored by the Department of Music. Student time cards will be distributed from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. in the Mississipi Room of the University Center.

The Dick Harsh painting exhibit will go on display in the University Center Gallery Lounge today and will be removed Aug. 26. The VTI Student Center Programming Committee will conduct a recreation night starting at 7 p.m. at STP's outdoor recreation area. Pululam Hall gym and pool will be open for recreation from 6:30 to 10 p.m. Weight lifting facilities for male students will be available in Room 17 from 4:30 to 10 p.m.

Pledges of Alpha Phi Omega will meet in Room 148 of the Home Economics Building at 9 p.m. Actives will meet at the Family Living Laboratory.

Chasin Poetic Choices

To Be on WSIU FM

"The Poetic Choices of Helen Chasit" will be featured on the Special of the Week program at 8 p.m. Sunday on WSIU-FM. Other programs:

SATURDAY
10:10 a.m.
From Southern Illinois.
3:10 p.m.
Spectrum.
5:30 p.m.
Music in the Air.
7 p.m.
Broadway Beat.
8:35 p.m.
Jazz and You.

Drug Usage

To Be Aired On TV Show

The David Suskind Show will talk about marijuana smokers and hallucinogenic drug users, as the question is asked, "Are You Afraid to Die?" The show is at 7 p.m. Sunday on WSIU-TV, Channel 6.

Other programs:
5:30 p.m.
Film Feature.
6 p.m.
NET Festival: Monterey Jazz.
9 p.m.
NET Playhouse movie: "Thirteen Against Fate."

Carbondale Mobile Home Park

Spaces For Rent
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Homes For Sale
Rentals:
50 x 12
Air Conditioned
(Marrieds & Grads Only)
1 MILE ON NORTH HIGHWAY 51
549-1000 OR 549-3000
Our Man Hoppe

Convention Year 2001 Lacks Hoopla

By Arthur Hoppe

It was a fine fall day in the year 2001. The national primaries had been held that morning. The televised debates would begin in the evening and next Tuesday was Election Day.

"It's all very well," mused grandpa Gramp, rocking back and forth. "It doesn't hold a candle to the Republican convention back in 19 and 68. Now that was a day."

"What a convention, boy!" said grandpa Gramp, his shifty old eyes lighting up. "I wish you could've seen it, boy. All the delegates guzzled up in fancy hats and funny clothes, waving funny signs and jumping up and down in the aisles to show their candidate was most fit to the President. And these angels strumming banjos and Negreros in top hats carrying umbrellas and thousands of balloons pouring down from the ceiling. All these balls and Dixie land bands... but beneath all the hoopla..."

"Why were there angels strumming banjos, Gramp?"

"I don't rightly know, but there were nine solid hours of hoopla up and speeches for a dozen candidates, Oh, I forget to say there were nine other candidates who wanted to get nominated, but they weren't really running. And, anyway, beneath all the hoopla..."

"Why'd they want to get nominated, Gramp?"

"I don't rightly know. But last in the wee hours, it came time to vote. Oh, how the tension mounted as the roll was called, state by state."

"Dick Nixon, of course. Then the next fellows made speeches and all went home. But beneath all the hoopla, Gramp?"

"I'm afraid you'd better go now," said the dock, filling away his head. "You'd think that after 33 years of treatment, he'd show some improvement."

But the old man didn't hear. He rocked back and forth, back and forth, a dazed and puzzled look in his weary eyes as he mumbled over another...

"Beneath all the hoopla... beneath all the hoopla..."

---

Letter

A Suggestion for Parking

During the past few weeks a great deal of space has been devoted in the Daily Egyptian to the growing parking problem and the concern over what can and should be done to improve the inadequacies of the situation.

It is truly amazing to me that no one has come up with the most obvious solution. When you consider that University planners have thus far performed admirably in equating physical capabilities with the school's needs, it is difficult to understand why men who make their living planning the university cannot perceive the obvious.

The solution to the present problem is to tear down and clear the area known as Thompson Woods in order to build a multi-storied parking lot. There are several excellent reasons why this is the most rational solution to the problem. Thompson Woods is a blot to the University grounds. It is full of rotted, rotting, and dead trees which, combined with ramshackle growth, provide neither a better wood and retreat nor an acceptable recreation area.

2. In an area which is decidedly sparsely conscious, this area is being wasted.

3. The area is exceedingly convenient to most University buildings used for classes. The various buildings are, in fact, arranged like spokes of a wheel with Thompson Woods as the hub. If this massive area were utilized for parking, it could be converted for parking which problem would be relieved.

Thus far, much of the discussion concerning the parking situation has involved the construction of a multi-storied parking lot. Wherever it would have been built, there is no area more convenient than Thompson Woods. If the officials find that such a multi-storied edifice is impractical, the idea of using the area for parking is still highly rational. The area of Thompson Woods is roughly two to three times the size of the massive parking lot located south of the Communications Building. Since planning personnel most certainly have figured concerning the number of parking spaces available in the above mentioned lots, they would be able to hazard a guess as to how many spaces would be made available with only the most rudimentary gravel surfaces.

Since the need for relief of the parking problem seems so intense, I think the officials of SIU should take a close look at this solution. I have little doubt they will find this solution makes sense.

Mitch Farris

200 Level English Exams

Letter

Evaluate Pesticides Now

As a follow-up to Mr. William L. Kippley's article of August 14 concerning proficiency examinations, I would like to point out that the English Department has been active in that area at the 200 level. Proficiency tests are offered in the following courses: GSC 201, Introduction to Drama; GSC 202, Introduction to Poetry; GSC 203, Modern Literature.

Smart People

You can fool some of the people all of the time, if you are smarter than they are. This came to mind, somehow, in connection with the USP Pablo and the North Koreans.

Redwood Gazette, Redwood Falls, Minnesota

---

Pesticides have helped Central American cotton growers make money. Now these poisons are exacting a toll of their own.

According to Dr. Ray F. Smith of the University of California, Central American farmers rush spraying to such extremes they ruin agriculture. They have bred resistant insects. They have killed off natural enemies of other insects that have helped control pests.

El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala face farming crises. Dr. Smith says their agriculture can be saved only by immediate research and self-discipline to introduce rational and strictly controlled pesticides use.

This alarming report underscores the high risks mankind runs in playing with its agricultural poisons. And there's much more at stake than Central American cotton.

It is past time for an authoritative body, such as the United Nations, to sponsor a thorough, detailed, global study of the pesticide hazard. Men should know what danger they may be putting themselves in. And they should know it in time to avoid it.

If the world life system, including mankind, begin to be overwhelmed by poisons, men may find it rather late to try to counteract their folly. The time to scout out this potential danger is now.

The Christian Science Monitor
Flowing Sketched of the Growth of a Poet


James Dickey has risen to prominence as one of the most significant poets of his own generation, as his own involvement with poets ended, and to encounter his work as a review. It is the poetry that has given him the chance to develop his voice. It is all very difficult to discuss what was in 1959, the latest book of poems by E.E. Cummings, as most practicing poets would have something to say about the poetry, to read Mr. Dickey's appreciation of another writer, the great African, John Logan—an appreciation all the more telling for the reviewer's admired lack of sympathy with Logan's orthodox Christianity. But certainly the critic's digital alertness to Logan's poetry was as admirable as Mr. Dickey declares it to be. It is interesting to read Mr. Dickey's appreciation of another writer, the great African, John Logan—an appreciation all the more telling for the reviewer's admired lack of sympathy with Logan's orthodox Christianity. But certainly the critic's digital alertness to Logan's poetry was as admirable as Mr. Dickey declares it to be. It is interesting to say about that eccentric master. And it is indeed reassuring to note that Mr. Dickey's practice is undervalued and intensely profound poet, Elder Olson, who quips close as not as admirable as Mr. Dickey declares it to be. It is interesting to say about that eccentric master. And it is indeed reassuring to note that Mr. Dickey's practice is undervalued and intensely profound poet, Elder Olson, who quips close as not as admirable as Mr. Dickey declares it to be.

Our Reviewers

Nicholas Joost

Nicholas Joost iseditor of the publication "Papers on Language and Society" at the University of Wisconsin and is on the faculty of the Humanities Division of that campus. Antero Pietski is a graduate student at the University of Wisconsin and is seeking a position in the Department of English. Walter J. Wills is chairman of the Board of Agriculture Industries. Patrice Woolf is the wife of Leslie Woolfson, on the faculty of Instructional Materials.

Dichotomous Riddle: From Finland with Love

The Finns and Their Country, By Wendy Hall, New York: Paul S. Erickson, Inc., $5.95.

Between the complexities of writing and editing 27 English-language textbooks for use abroad, Wendy Hall needed change. It was immediately after the war, long before London became a swinging town (if it ever became one) for a textbook writer to go abroad.

She searched for Rousseauan tranquility off the beaten track. She finally noticed something, some very well in the third section of the book. Hall has recently finished editing a book about Finland. The Finns, she says, they are

Reviewed by Antero Pietski

among the few peoples of Western Europe who are still in love with the world.

Donald S. Connery in his "The Scandinavians," comments that "the triumph for journalistic digging and his training on Time Magazine, draws some fascinating and apparently accurate sketches of the Nordic people. Wendy Hall, despite her thorough knowledge of Finland, lacks the touch when she is dealing with the subjects, men and women who meet in everyday life.

Of course, the Finnish people are a relatively difficult subject. One is tempted to paraphrase Churchill and say that the whole wax is in one riddle wrapped in a dictionary. Or as Miss Hall puts it: "When a British diplomat returned from a British visit to Finland, he began his report with the pronouncement: 'The Finns are either extremely drunk or extremely religious.'"

This almost dichotomous extremity is visible everywhere. It begins with the climate and recorded temperature (well below averages, of course) is -50 F. In the winter the snow-covered country is blanketed in darkness 18 hours a day, in the summer the midnight sun never sets and one can enjoy the country's luxuriant vegetation. One can almost distinguish a shade of Rousseauan tranquility off the beaten track. When she talks about the postwar modernization and development of Finland, Miss Hall is vanishing. True, but how could this nation of 4.2 million people, this change and development that is sweeping through the world? To Wendy Hall, however, this change is a departure from the pastoralism of the Finnish country side and the past. Like all passionate lovers, she would have nothing to do as she is afraid of losing her love.

Throw the Blame to 'They'

The American Takeover of Britain, James MccMillan and Bernard Harris, Hart Publishing Company, 1968. $5.95.

Since World War II in most of the developed economies there has been recognition of the importance of the consumer. Business has attempted to develop products for the consumer. It has been generally conceded that economics must achieve more output, using less unit of input. If investments of living are to improve, therefore, the need to accept new technology, new products, and new approaches is evident.

Reviewed by Walter J. Wills

The mercantilist approach to economic development was intensely nationalistic. It offered fewer barriers to increasing output and maximum protection of an export industry for two centuries earlier when changes were less frequent and less far reaching in their implications. Most of the economies of the world recognize 1960 as the latter part of the twentieth century. There is a premium on technology and management ideas, the recognition of this is found in most international organizations (UN, IMF, World Bank, etc). Most seminars and authorities on problems in developing countries point out the need for investment, and ideas from outside, from both government and industry.

The government of the United States has acquired firms in British railways. Firms from many countries of the world have bought railway companies in the United States. The authors make a fervent plea for a return to the 19th century, preferably with a return to the Empire with British investments throughout the world, but "they British" and "Britain for Britain." The American solution MacMillan Harris could determine policy, as it has been demonstrated. It is in Britain both major political parties and other leaders from industry and education are unable to make sound intelligent decisions. They deplore the brain drain. They favor increased barriers to imports of capital, patents, and goods, in creating exports of technology and decreased exports of trained personnel.

The logic of the book does not hold up. It is filled with half truths. It is full of impressions that are looking for quick, easy answers to complex problems so the blame can be placed somewhere else, on the various ill defined, nebulous "they." Traditioal Julep--Humor, Affection Mixed With Guilt


The general plot of this story has been used for novels and short stories for many years. It is the usual idea of a Southern White family whose members are found called for by loyal Negroes. The two major characters are named Sudois. Typical Southern grandson of the grandmother had a namesake in her granddaughter, twelve year old Sudois. When one reads the story, he can feel the affection, concern, the love as well as the pride in their memories of their lives. Sudois is a delightful child who is suffering from a guilty guilt because of a ridiculous idea that she was responsible for the death of her mother.

With the help of Sudois's grandmother, the colorful and the typical examines "Sudois Lady," she was able to overcome her exaggerated fears. The lovable, loyal, and patient servants Muster and Lulu played very important roles in convincing

Reviewed by Ann B. Woelflin

Miss Rosenberg makes one feel that she has a natural ability for writing. It is the feeling of quiet dignity in her work. Sudois is an interesting book with a touch of Southern charm. The harder Rosenberg has published, but with the feelings she is able to produce. Now that there will be many more. Now that she has shown a natural ability in relating this typical concept of Southern tradition, it would be a treat to read one of her novels which would show more depth and originality in the selection of a plot.
French Geographer
To Get SIU Degree

Jean Gottmann, eminent French geographer and former professor of geography at SIU, will receive the University's honorary Doctor of Science degree.

The SIU Board of Trustees Friday approved a honorary degree to award the degree of the recommendation made by the Faculty Committee on the Teaching of Geography, who taught at SIU in 1964, 1965 and 1967.

Gottmann has also taught at the Sorbonne, Johns Hopkins University, Princeton University and the Institute for Advanced Study. He served in the French Ministry of National Economy and as director of the Economic Research and Development in the United States Secretariat.

He is best known for his study of the U.S. eastern seaboard, for which he coined the word “megalopolis” to refer to the chain of cities from New England to Virginia.

Visiting Profs, TooFaculty Hirings Approved

A 58-page faculty appointments list weighted with a special emphasis on professor and instructor ranks has been approved by the Southern Illinois University Board of Trustees. It reflects planning for a large class of undergraduates, both freshmen and sophomores, from the state’s junior colleges.

There are 35 assistant professors and 24 instructors on the list, along with seven associate professors and two appointees of full professorial rank.

The full professors are: Thomas G. Eymon, in sociology; and Fred A. Schen Jr., as chairman of the Department of Chemistry in the College of Education, Eymon, a native of Evanston, comes to SIU from Ohio State University. He will serve also in the College of Criminal Justice, Delinquency and Corrections.

Sloan is a native of Ft. Benning, Ga., and has taught at Tennessee, New Mexico, Colorado and at the University of Oklahoma. He has board approved short term contracts with visiting professors and artists-in-residence. Scholars and professionals of national repute, they will conduct seminars and teach special courses.

Se Hee Ahn, dean of Yonsei University, Korea, will serve as visiting professor of graphic and art economy during the academic year, Mrs. Cathrine Hiltone-Zalbova, educated in Austria and who has taught in Finland and several American universities, will be visiting professor in theater during the fall quarter.

Willis Knapp Jones will serve during the fall quarter as visiting professor of foreign languages. Peter To Lewis will be visiting artist in the Visual Arts during the academic year. A. B. Coe will come to the Carbondale campus for the spring quarter as visiting artist in music. He is from Bombay, India.

Charles M. Rice will serve during the spring quarter as visiting professor of political science and A. G. Strong, former minister of education for the government of India, will be visiting professor of administration and education at the University of India during the fall quarter.

Miss Ethel Thompson, recently on the faculty of the University of Arizona, will serve during the school year as visiting professor of food and nutrition, Houston Waring, publisher and former faculty member at the University of Montana, will be visiting professor in journalism during the winter quarter.

Arthur P. Whittaker, a specialist in Latin-American history, will be visiting professor of history during the spring quarter. Ernest Wolf, conductor at the Frankfurt, Germany, Opera House, will be visiting artist at the Edwardsville campus during the winter quarter.

Several changes in assignment for faculty members reflect rotation of personnel involved with AID contract.

IMAGINE?...
A FREE LESSON IN EYE MAKE-UP...1-HOUR Demonstration without obligation...MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIO...407 S. III....Suite 2...67-5322

Serving you right...SAVING YOU MONEY...at your friendly MARTIN stations in Carbondale, Phlox, Ashmore, East Peoria, Peoria, Champaign, Normal, Pekin, Macomb, Quincy, Jerseyville, Golconda, and at all the other branches.

We strive to please you with our service...prompt, friendly, and right for your car. Our low, low prices mean more savings for you!
Southern’s Hurler Bob Ash Assists Indiana Ballclub

-SIU pitcher Bob Ash hurled a team from Staunton, Ill., into the second game of the National Amateur League tourney with a 7-1 victory over Husterville, Ala., recently.

Ash struck out 19 batters in seven innings (called because Stanton was leading 9-1) and faced only three batters in eight innings, a tourney rule. He gave up two hits (one in each of the first two innings) and walked one (in the first inning).

A 21-mile per hour wind blowing into the stadium enabled Wrigley Field to have a bitter's paradise. St.iller Hill Hands, 14, was the victim of the first three batters, two of them in Reds' four-run first inning.

Rookie Archie Reynolds was victorious for the first time in his career at pitcher. In the sixth and ninth innings, he struck out seven batters in seven innings, giving up six runs.

Maloney, relieved of Clay Carroll, scored his third victory. He has lost seven, Willis Smith's pitching doubleheader three runs in the third, in a 1-0 loss.

44 New Moon, 10th & 50th, excellent interior/condition, from owner, $54,278.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

Parking lot, Broadway, new, owned. Built in plastic cover. Self for 2615.


Carthage home by owner. Three bedrooms, with owner, $2000,000, with base. 3341 2nd Ave. 8-5749.

Casino, 40 rooms, 5000000. Especially good cond. Best offer, $84,218 after 3.

44 Galaxie XL 500 convert. Blue with white top. Sale $850. Scrap at Monticello. 8-9798.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

Parking lot, Broadway, new, owned. Built in plastic cover. Self for 2615.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

Owner, 10 rooms, 75000000. Especially good cond. Best offer, $84,218 after 3.

Shelby truck, 15 years old, 8600000. Especially good cond. Best offer, $84,218 after 3.

Cap, 50000000. Especially good cond. Best offer, $84,218 after 3.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

5-room, 50 rooms, 500 rooms. Especially good cond. Best offer, $84,218 after 3.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.

8-12, 2-down. Borrow $1350.50. 5-year-old, 40,000. Presented by owner. 8.5 per cent, 100 per cent. Sale June 29th. 38619.
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McAuks' All America Status Keyed to Press

By Dave Palermo

Linebacker Carl Mauck is being pushed as an All-American by his coach and has the credentials to be an All-American—Coach Dick Towers and his assistants are sanguine about his value. It's not that Mauck doesn't have enough ability to be an All-American, but he needs the press.

Contrary to what football fans may like to believe, not all selections are chosen for their ability alone. As a matter of fact, print is just as important as size, speed, interior strength, or ability to be a fan. Mauck may never see his team face a number of highly regarded teams,

"He taught me the finer points of the game," comments Mauck. "He coached me for three seasons and two spring practices and really helped me a lot."

After his senior year in high school in which he led his team to the state championship (6-1-1) in the school's history, Mauck headed for Southern Illinois University to study pre-law and football.

"I don't know if I can make it," comments Mauck. "I haven't given it any thought. There's an awful lot to take into consideration. Those things just happen." In the Heisman-Troutman Memorial Trophy voting, Towers referred to Mauck's potential.

"I head Mauck be a tremendous player," said Towers. "He's got the ability to be an outstanding football player." Towers has interviewed the All-American candidate in person several times and has formed an opinion about his potential.

"The only thing I can say is that they won't see a finer linebacker in the country," said Towers. "He's got size, strength, speed, and ability. Anybody who doesn't think he's got the ability to be an All-American is just wrong already.

Towers, who has been echoing 40-year-old man that Mauck is "a genuine All-American anywhere," isn't alone in his evaluation. Another veteran coach who thinks highly of Mauck is Tulas'a Glen Dobbs. After a thrilling 16-13 upset over his highly-regarded Golden Hurricanes last season, a disappointed Dobbs went up to Mauck to congratulate him in apop-stomach gesture. Mauck, a native of Mc-Leansbro where he played center, tight end and linebacker on the football team, isn't given much thought to possible status as an All-American. He won't admit it anyway.
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